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          MONSTER MACHINE: The computer required 35 km of wires (Subhabrata Das)
        
      
    
  
  It is not really known whether Ratan Tata likes to be disturbed when he is off work. Holidays are meant to recharge a
tired mind. But Tata probably didn&rsquo;t mind  when a team of scientists from Pune-based Computational Research
Laboratories (CRL) interrupted his vacation a few months ago. 
  The scientists wanted to build a supercomputer. They seemed to have the  scientific experience and persuasive
business logic. But most supercomputers in the world were government-funded and this was to be the first privately
funded and built supercomputer.
  RNT, as he is referred to within the group, was thrilled enough to discuss the idea for an hour and ask the team to
prepare a detailed business plan with the Tata Strategic Management Group (TSMG), the group&rsquo;s advisory and
management consultant arm. 
  The plan was presented to the Tata Sons board of directors where Tata himself answered all questions on behalf of the
new team. The board gave CRL, a wholly owned subsidiary of Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), the go-ahead, not
knowing that the bill would be $30 million (Rs 120 crore). 
  The idea of building this monster machine first formed in the IIT-trained minds of Narendra Karmarkar and Sunil D.
Sherlekar. They took it to TCS Chief Executive and CRL Chairman S. Ramadorai, who was immediately interested.
&ldquo;We had aimed to build a 16 teraflop machine, but told the team very clearly that there should be
increments,&rdquo; says Ramadorai, who later fixed up the crucial meeting with Tata. &ldquo;And it should use standard
architecture and components. We did not want to reinvent the wheel.&rdquo;
  The first prototype was made in August and Tata Sons green-flagged the EKA &mdash; number one in Sanskrit
&mdash; project in September, which meant the 10-member team had six weeks to make it to SC07, this year&rsquo;s
edition of an annual event that is to geeks what the Frankfurt auto show is to automobile fans.
  CRL&rsquo;s EKA was ranked fourth in the Top 500 Supercomputer list announced at SC07, the international
conference for high performance computing, networking, storage and analysis at Reno, Nevada, US. At a sustained pace
of 120 teraflops, EKA was the fastest machine in Asia. (One teraflop means a computer can perform one trillion floating
point operations per second. In other words, EKA can complete in 36 hours a simulation that would take 500 days on a
personal computer.)
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  Building The Best
  Even before CRL actually began building the supercomputer, it had its first setback: Karmarkar quit over a difference of
opinion. But a team led by Seeta Rama Krishna of TCS took over the challenge of putting together the machine in record
time.
  &ldquo;The first challenge was of physical space (they had 4,000 sq. ft),&rdquo; says Rama Krishna. &ldquo;But for
that constraint, we may not have thought of the innovative architecture.&rdquo; The hardware is set in concentric circles,
reducing the distance between the nodes, packing equipment densely and increasing data speed by reducing the length
of the cables. The outermost circle has data storage, the middle one houses the network and the centre does the
computing. It has 1,794 &lsquo;blades&rsquo; with dual quad-core Intel processors, a total memory of 28 terabytes, and
storage of 80 terabytes.
  Cables were another problem. Supercomputers used copper wiring in their &lsquo;brains&rsquo; but could carry data
only up to 7-10 metres (m), with a failure rate of 20-30 per cent, something CRL could not afford. Rama Krishna wanted
wires that would transmit at 20 gigabits over 20 m, the maximum distance between the network and the computing centre.
  He knew Intel&rsquo;s lab had developed an experimental fibre optic cable that was capable of carrying data over such
distances. But Intel was unwilling to let him use those because it was still too early to trust the technology; if it failed,
Intel&rsquo;s reputation would suffer. With some help from Ramadorai, Rama Krishna managed to persuade the
chipmaker to let him wire EKA with the fibre optic cables, helping reduce the failure rate and cable length considerably,
though the computer still required about 35 km of wires. 
  CRL created a unique architecture from off-the-shelf hardware and software running on a Linux operating system.
Components were tweaked to extract extra performance beyond their specifications. &ldquo;At times we asked
component makers to tweak their products to our requirements,&rdquo; says Rama Krishna. &ldquo;At others, we used
their labs to do them.&rdquo; But bugs began to appear. The tests would run well but sometimes the system would crash
five minutes before completing the task, sending the team scrambling to locate the error. Slowly, but surely, the computer
began to consistently hit high levels of performance. 
  Finally, the monster calculator, which uses 2.5 megawatts of power to run, and 4 kilowatts of power &mdash;  enough to
light a small town &mdash; for cooling the 350 tonnes of equipment, achieved a peak performance of 172 teraflops on 25
October and a sustained performance of 120 teraflops on 5 November. 
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  Did Sherlekar lose an opportunity to turn millionaire-entrepreneur? Sherlekar, who quit his cushy job of a chief
technology officer at Sasken �
  Communications, says, &ldquo;There are things other than making money.&rdquo; He is content with using the
advantages of a conglomerate like the Tatas. Though owning a supercomputer is great, the biggest achievement for CRL
is having demonstrated the ability to build one at low cost with off-the-shelf components.
  Such awesome computing power is, however, useless without applications, which can range from weather forecasting
to drug computations. Ramadorai says already potential clients from the aerospace industry, pharmaceutical research
and automobile industry have shown interest. 
  Even before the birth of the &ldquo;giant baby&rdquo;, calls had come from several prospective customers. Aircraft
makers can compute the stability of their machines under combinations of different parameters like air density, air
current, air pockets and altitude. Drug companies can predict the side effects and efficiency of their drug before it is
actually made. Current plans are to offer EKA on a time-share basis in a market for supercomputer services that is
estimated at $31 billion. EKA is a big cash cow. 
    (Businessworld Issue 04-10 Dec, 2007)
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